October 2013

PHD Releases New
Parallel Pneumatic Gripper

FORT WAYNE, Indiana (Oct. 31, 2013)
PHD, Inc., a leading manufacturer of
actuators for industrial automation,
introduces a new series of parallel
pneumatic grippers.
Series GRH Parallel Pneumatic Grippers
are available in four sizes that provide
long jaw travel while accommodating
long tooling lengths. Their design
incorporates an extended support guide
system with wide slot jaws to minimize
tooling deflection, support large moment
capacities, and provide side load stability.
A dual bore provides higher total grip
force, and low breakaway pressure allows
for gripping of a wide variety of part sizes,
including delicate parts.
Series GRH Grippers feature a hardcoated aluminum body for corrosionresistance, making them suitable for
harsh environments. They have total jaw
travels up to 125 mm (4.921 in) that allow
for gripping of larger and multiple sized
parts as well as encapsulated tooling.

Large moment capacities provide for a
wide variety of applications, and their low
profile reduces moments for robots. Series
GRH Grippers have many industry and
process uses including:
• Plastic molding - blow and injection
• Vehicular lighting and trim
• Machine tool integrators
• Assembly machine builders
• Medical devices
• Pharmaceutical/Biotech
• Robotics integrators
• Bearing manufacturers
Other benefits include manifold porting,
multiple mounting locations, H-9 tolerance
dowel pin holes, integrated shock pads,
and multi-position sensors for analog
feedback.
For more information on this new gripper
including product animations and a
catalog, visit www.phdinc.com/grh or call
(800) 624-8511.

###

About PHD

PHD, Inc. is a leading
manufacturer of
pneumatic and electric
actuators for assembly,
packaging, robotics, and
industrial automation.
PHD’s product line
includes cylinders,
escapements, grippers,
linear slides, rotary
actuators, clamps, blow
molding equipment
and more. Known for
performance, flexibility,
and extremely long life,
PHD actuators welcome
the challenge of many
different types of operating
environments. PHD’s
fast delivery reduces
inventory costs and keeps
production schedules on
track. Finding a solution
for specific automation
needs has never been
easier or faster than it is
with PHD.
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